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Abstract. A quantitativemodel-observation
comparison
of multiplepolarcaparcshasbeen
conducted
by usinga time-dependent
theoretical
modelof polarcaparcs. In particular,the
electrodynamical
featuresof multiplepolarcaparcswith variousspacings
aresimulatedandthe
resultsarecomparedwith theimagesobtainedfrom theAll-Sky IntensifiedPhotometer
at
Qaanaaq.The resultsshowthattheobserved
andsimulated
arcsarequitesimilar,bothspatially
andtemporally.The resultssupportthe theoryproposed
by Zhu et al. [ 1993a,1994b]thatthe
structure
of polarcaparcsis mainlydetermined
by themagnetosphere-ionosphere
(M-I) coupling
processes
andthatthespacingof multiplepolarcaparcsis closelyrelatedto thehardness
of the
primarymagnetospheric
precipitation.It is foundthatfor themultiplepolarcaparcswith both
narrowandwidespacings,
theassociated
field-aligned
currents
aremainlyclosedby Pedersen
currents.It is alsofoundthata hardprecipitation
canleadto a highlystructured
secondary
arc
becauseof the nonlinearM-I couplingprocesses.

large-scale, steady state features to the more dynamical,

1. Introduction

Polar cap arcs are the auroral arcs seen at very high
geomagneticlatitudes(> 80ø) that extendfrom 100 km up to
the size of the whole polar cap and that are alignedparallelto

mesoscalefeatures of polar cap arcs. The new observations

have providedinformationon, for example,the dawn-dusk
motion and the multiple fine structure of polar cap arcs
[Valladares et al., 1994], the suddenrotationof the adjacent

the Sun-Earth direction [Davis, 1960; Nielson et al., 1990].
convection prior to the breakup of polar cap arcs [Berg,
The arcs are mainly observedduring northwardinterplanetary 1992], and the field-aligned depletionsof F region plasma
magneticfield (IMF) and quiet magneticconditions. Someof
[Doe et al., 1992].
the arcsare very bright and luminousand crossthe entirepolar
Compared to the observations,theoretical studiesof polar
cap from the dayside to the nightsideof the auroral oval to cap arcs, especially quantitativestudies,are still in an early
form a patternthat resembles
the Greekletter"theta"[Frank et stage. On the basisof S3-2 data,Burke et al. [1982] proposed
al., 1986; Nielsen et al., 1990]. Other arcs are confined to the
a model for polar cap arcs that occur on open field lines. By
polarcap and are relativelyweak, andthesetendto be eitherin
introducingthe conceptof a multiple bifurcationof magnetic
the eveningor morningsectorsof the polar cap [Weber and field lines, Kan and Burke [ 1985] constructeda modelof polar
Buchau, 1981; Carlson et al., 1984; Rich et al., 1990]. Some
cap arcs and proposedthat theta aurora can occur on closed
observations suggest that the Sun-aligned arcs at high field lines and that the less intense polar cap arcs can occur
latitudesare in regionsof open field lines becausepolar rain either on closed or open field lines. More recently, Chiu
electronsare sometimeobservedadjacentto and outsideof the [1989] formulateda model in which polar cap arcsare assumed
arcs[Hardy et al., 1982]. However,in otherobservations,
the to be on open field lines, and he showedthat the formationof
precipitatingelectronshave the characteristics
of the plasma polar cap arcs is due to the current responseto a mesoscale
sheetor plasmasheetboundarylayer, suggestingthat the arcs velocity shear structure in the ionosphere. Because these
are on closedfield lines [Petersonand Shelley,1984; Obara et theoretical models are either qualitative, semiquantitative,or
al., 1988]. It has been confirmed by many observationsthat steady state models, they cannot be used to study the
the arcs are associated with upward field-aligned currents dynamical features associated with both the temporal
carried by energeticprecipitatingelectrons,with the energy evolution and the fine spatial structure of polar cap arcs.
rangeextendingfrom a few hundredeV to a few keV [Hardyet Also, these models cannot be used in a detailed quatitative
al., 1982; Valladares and Carlson, 1991].
comparison with observations, which is essential for
More recently, a seriesof campaignsconductedunder the furtheringour understanding
of the dynamicsof polar cap arcs.
auspicesof the CEDAR High LatitudePlasmaStructure(HLPS)
Recently,we haveconducteda seriesof polarcap arc studies
Working Grouphave accumulateda wealthof new information using a time-dependent magnetosphere-ionosphere(M-I)
on polar cap arcs and have extendedour observations
from the couplingmodel [Zhu et al., 1993a,b; Sojkaet al., 1994;Zhu
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et al., 1994a, b]. These studies have provided satisfactory
"theoretical"explanationsfor a number of important issues
concerningpolar cap arcs,which includethe activerole of the
ionospherefor the formation of the arcs, the appearanceof
multiple arcs, and the physical parametersdetermining the
spacingof multiple arcs.
In this paper, we presentthe resultsobtainedin a detailed
quantitative comparison of the M-I coupling model with
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measurements. In past years, several CEDAR-HLPS
campaigns have led to a very extensive observational
database of polar cap arcs, including data from all-sky
cameras, sounding rockets, incoherent scatter radars,
digisondes,etc., and many new featuresof polar cap arcshave
been observed during these campaigns. To quantitatively
explain the observed new features and study the associated
electrodynamical processes,a series of model-observation
comparisonstudieswith the focus on thesenew featureswould
be logical next steps. Since the M-I coupling model of polar
cap arcs is time-dependentand electrodynamical,the model is
particularlysuitedfor comparisonswith sucha database. Here
we are interested in comparing the model predictions for
electrodynamical features of multiple polar cap arcs with
various spacingsto the images obtained from the All-Sky
Intensified Photometerat Qaanaaq.
2.

Observations

The images used in this model-observationstudy were
obtained using the All-Sky Intensified Photometer (ASIP)

180E

located near the GreenlandicVillage of Qaanaaq (77.5ø N,
69.2ø W). The Qaanaaq ASIP started operationin October
1983, and since then it has collected imagesof the aurora and
the airglow during the winter months when the moon was
below the horizon. A new lens was installedin February 1988
to increase the ASIP's

field

of view to 180 ø.

The camera

routinely alternates between 427.8-nm and 630.0-nm filters
completing a two-filter cycle every 2 min. The images,
together with a visual display of the clock, are storedon film
media. The initial image processingconsistsof a CCD-based
digitization of the film and an identificationof the boundaries
of the camerafield of view and an L-shapedmark that pointsto
the north and east cardinal directions. When thesepatternsare
successfully detected, appropriate transformations are
performedfor each pixel of the images,convertingeachimage
to a geographicor a correctedgeomagnetic(CG) coordinate
system representation.
Multiple polar cap arcs have been found in many all-sky
cameraimagestaken at Qaanaaq[e.g., Valladareset al., 1994]
as well as in other observations. During 11 years of
operationsat the Qaanaaqstation, about 0.5 million images
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Figure1. Animage
of multiple
polarcaparcstaken
bytheAll-SkyIntensified
Photometer
atQaanaaq
at
0826 UT, November 12, 1990.
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were taken and about 30% of them have polar cap arcs.
Among the imageshavingpolar cap arcs,at least80% of them
showthe multiple arc structures.The developmentof multiple
polar cap arcs is quite dynamical. In about 85% casesof
multiple polar cap arcs, the arcswith a multiple structuredid
not appear simultaneously. It is quite common that new arcs
develop near the arc that appear in a early time to form
multiple structures. The locationsof individual arcs are not
spatially stable, and they typically move in a dawn-dusk
direction with a speed that ranges from tens of meters per
second to several hundred meters per second. The typical
spacing of the structured arcs can range from tens of
kilometersto a few hundredkilometers. This paper is not to
touch the details of the above statisticalfeaturesof multiple
polar cap arcs. Instead, we choose two typical cases of
multiple arcs based on the above statistical results and
perform model-observation comparison study to test the
model predictionsand reveal more dynamical featuresof the
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systemdiminisheswith time, and the M-I system,as well as
the development of polar cap arcs, approach an asymptotic
steadystateafter severalbounceperiods.
One important issue that need to be addressedhere is the
treatmentof the relationshipbetweenthe Alfv6n waves and
the conductivityenhancementcausedby precipitations. Due
to the great variationof the Alfv6n speedalong the magnetic
field lines, the resonancebetween the precipitatingparticles
and the Alfv6n waves may not be able to sustainall the time.
To avoid the complicated wave-particle interaction
component in the model, we use the following simplified
approachto tackle the issue. On the basis of MHD theory,
enhanced

E field

associated

with

Alfv6n

waves leads to an

enhanced field-aligned current. By assuming a linear
relationship [Fridrnan and Lentair, 1980], we connect the
upward field-aligned current and the field-aligned potential
drop. The increasing potential drop along magnetic field
lines causesthe energizationof the currentcarriers(we assume
arcs.
mainly electrons). By using continuityequation,we treat the
Figure 1 shows an image taken by the all-sky camera at conductivity enhancement caused by the energized
Qaanaaqat 0826 UT, November12, 1990. Clearly, the polar precipitating electrons. In the reality, the picture for the
cap arcsare structuredand the edge-to-edgespacing(the width connection between the Alfv6n waves and the resulted
of the dark region betweentwo arcs) is found to be about40 conductivityenhancement
couldbe muchmorecomplicated.
The ionosphereis treatedas a two-dimensionalslab with an
km. These polar cap arcs are not the transpolararcs,instead,
they are localized and confined to the morning sectorof the integrated conductivity. The X axis measuresthe noonmidnight dimensionand points to the dayside,and the Y axis
polar cap.
measuresthe dawn-duskdimensionand pointsto the duskside.
The magnetosphereis a two-dimensionalpseudoplanethat is
3. Theoretical
Model
used as a boundary for the reflection of Alfv6n waves. The
The modelingof multiple polar cap arcs was conductedby magnetosphereand ionosphere are connectedby magnetic
using the time-dependentM-I coupling model developedby field lines which are assumedto be perpendicularto the
Zhu et al. [1993a]. The mathematical formulation of the ionosphere. The communicationbetweenthe magnetosphere
model will not be discussedin this paper and the interested and ionosphere is characterizedby the bouncing of Alfv6n
readersare referred to the Zhu et al. [1993a] paper. A key waves between the two regions, and both the upward and
featureof this M-I couplingmodel of polar cap arcsis that the downward field-aligned currents are associated with the
Initially, the large-scale
arcs are not treated as phenomenamerely controlled by the propagating Alfv6n waves.
magnetosphere,with the ionosphereonly acting as a passive ionospheric
convection
andconductivity
are specified.These
load. Instead, the polar cap arcs are treated as the processes large-scale patterns are consistentwith the overall solar,
that are coherently determinedby the dynamics in both the geomagneticland IMF conditions.
ionosphereand magnetosphere.
Interesting theoretical results concerning the
Initially, a magnetosphericshear flow carried by Alfv6n electrodynamics
of multiplepolarcap arcshaverecentlybeen
waves propagatestowardsthe ionosphere. The significance obtainedwith the M-I couplingmodel. With this model,Zhu

of the assumed
initial magnetospheric
shearflow in the model et al. [1993a] showedthat multiplepolarcap arcsmightnot
source
hasbeendiscussed
by Zhu et al. [1993a]andis not repeated be due to multiple structuresin the magnetospheric
here. The downwardpropagating
Alfv6nwavesare partially region. Instead,they can be internallygeneratedin the M-I
reflectedfrom the ionosphereand thenbounceback and forth system as a result of the self-consistentcoupling of the
and ionosphere.Sojkaet al. [1994] foundthat
betweenthe ionosphere
andmagnetosphere.
The natureof the magnetosphere
wave reflections depends on both the conditions in the the appearanceof multiple polar cap arcs has a strong
on the magnitudeof the large-scaleionospheric
ionosphereand magnetosphere.The propagatingAlfv6n dependence
With the same initial
wavescarrybothupwardanddownwardfield-alignedcurrents. background convection (E).
magnetospheric
driver,
they
found
that
the numberof the arcs
The precipitatingelectronsassociatedwith upwardfieldalignedcurrentsenhancethe conductivity
in the ionosphere.increasedwith an increasein the strengthof the background
The modifiedionospheric
conductivitylaunchessecondary convection, while the spacing between the arcs remained
Alfv6n waves towardsthe magnetosphere.The upward constant. This dependenceis "not" a linear effect in which the
propagating Alfv6n waves, which consist of the reflected polar cap arcs simply scale with the magnitudeof the
convection.The degreeof striation,or multiple
waves and the secondaryAlfv6n waves launchedby the background
of the arcsincreases
rapidlyfroma singlearcat E <
temporalchangeof the ionosphericconductivity,carry the character,
ionosphericinformationback to the magnetosphere,
thus 20 mV/m to 5 arcs at 30 mV/m. These results further indicate
reflectingthe activeionospheric
role in the dynamicsof the that the ionosphereplays an active role in the formationof
M-I couplingprocess.The wholeprocess
is transient,
during multiplepolarcap arcsand that the ionosphere
dynamically
which all physicalquantitiesin the ionosphere
changeself- respondsto the magnetospheric
driver. Expandingon the
consistentlyin time, and subsequently,polar cap arcs Sojka et al. [1994] results, Zhu et al. [1994b] reached a
develop.Becauseof the finiteconductivity
in the ionosphere, quatitativetheoreticalconclusionaboutthe appearance
and
thetemporalvariationof the Alfv6nwavesin the coupledM-I spacingof multiple polar cap arcs. They predictedthat
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arcs, etc. Such information would improve our understadings

of the underlyingphysicsof multiplepolarcap arcs.
4. Model-Observation
Case 1:

18

06

November

Studies
12, 1990

The polar cap arcs observed on November 12, 1990,
occurredin the morningsectorof the dark polar cap. The time
period we are interestedin is from 0822 to 0828 UT, during
which the arcs went throughthe stagesfrom breakingup to a

quasi-steady
state. During this time period,the IMF Bz was

positive
(~ 1.5nT) andBywasnegative
(~ -1.5 nT). Before
this period,the IMF Bz componenthad been positivefor
almost24 hours,andafter the periodunderstudythe IMF Bz

•4

remainedpositivefor another24 hours. The Kp index was 1for almost 9 hours. This is a typical condition for the
occurrenceof polar cap arcs.
The location of the ionosphericsimulation domain in the
polar cap for case 1 is shownin Figure 2. The simulation
domain is 1500 km long in the X (midnight-noon) direction
and 1000 km wide in the Y (dawn-dusk) direction. The grid

Figure 2. A schematicdiagramshowingthe locationof the size is 30 km in the X direction, and 10 km in the Y direction.
ionosphericsimulationdomainin the polar cap. A magnetic It shouldbe notedthatFigure2 is just a schematicdiagramand
latitude-magnetic
localtime (MLT) coordinateis used.
is not preciselyscaled. With the M-I couplingmodel,we need
to specify some initial conditions,which include the largescale background convection and backgroundconductance
multiple polar cap arcs are more likely to occur when the patternsbeforethe breakupof the polar cap arcsandthe small-

large-scaleionosphericconvectionfield is larger than 20 scale shear flow associatedwith the arcs. Unfortunately,for
mV/m and the backgroundionosphericHall conductance
is in both observationalperiodsin this study, there were either no
the range of from 0.5 to 2 mho. When the large-scale DMSP dataor the passof DMSP wasfar away from the field of
convectionis weak and the ionosphericconductance
is high, a

singlearc is morelikely to be seenin the polarcap. With a
variableconductance
ratio, it was found by Zhu et al. [1994b]
that the spacing of multiple polar cap arcs is mainly
determinedby the hardnessof the primary magnetospheric
precipitation.A harderprecipitationcausesa wider spacing

view of the all-sky camera. Thereforethe DMSP satellitewas
not able to provide information on either the large-scale
convection pattern or the small-scale shear flow associated
with the arcs for the modelings. Hence we had to use
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between individual arcs and vice versa. The edge-to-edge
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cap arcsthanthe observations.The modelyieldsinformation Figure 3. Potential distribution in the dawn-dusk cross
about the conductivityenhancement,the Joule heating,the section associatedwith the initial magnetosphericshear flow
connection between field-aligned currents and horizontal
currents, the cross-flow associatedwith multiple polar cap

(solid) and the corresponding electric field distribution
(dashed).

Figure 4. (left) A sequenceof the imagesshowingpolarcap arcsstartingat 0822 UT, November12, 1990,
with a 2-min interval and (right) the snapshots
of the evolutionof the field-alignedcurrentdistributionfrom
the modeling. The dashedlines indicateupwardfield-alig,ed cmrents. The ionosphericdimensionof the
imagesin the left columnis about1430 km in noon-midnight
(X) directionand about1165 km in dawn-dusk
(Y) direction.
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Figure 5, The distributionsof the (top) enhancedHall conductance
and (bottom)Jouleheatingrate near the
asymptoticsteadystate (0826 UT). No neutral wind effect is includedin the calculationof the Joule heating
rate.

statisticallarge-scaleconvectionpatternsfor the IMF and using the appropriate geomagnetic, solar, and seasonal
geomagnetic
conditionssimilar to thosewhen the polar cap conditions.
arcs occurred. On the basis of the Heppner and Maynard
[1987] convection model, the large-scale background
convectionin the regionwherethe arcsoccurredfor case1 is
basically uniform and antisunward. The background
ionosphericconductance
for the modelingswas obtainedfrom

The M-I coupling model also needs the initial small-scale
shearflow originatedin the magnetosphere.Since Zhu et al.
[1994b] found that the appearanceand spacingof "multiple"
polar cap arcs are not determinedby the spatial scale of the
initial magnetosphericshearflow and they are determinedby
the conductivity
modeldeveloped
by Rasmussen
et al. [1988] the M-I coupling processes,we used the same shear flow
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(darkregionbetweentwo arcs)of about40 km. The arcswere
alignedmainly in the noon-midnightdirection. The first plot
of the modeledfield-alignedcurrentsis for 0822 UT, which is
propagatingAlfvfn wave. It extendeduniformly along the
Sun-aligned direction (X direction) and had a "single" 4 min after the initial magnetosphericshearflow reachesthe
ionosphere.The successive
plots are also at 2-min intervals.
precipitation channel. The cross-sectionprofiles of the
electric field associated with the assumed initial small-scale
The dashedlines representthe upward field-alignedcurrents.
shear flow (dashed line) and the corresponding electric
Comparingthe left and right columns,it is apparentthat both
the spatialand temporalfeaturesof the modelpredictionsand
potential(solid line) are shownin Figure3.
It shouldbe notedagainthat a guidelinefor our simulations measurementsare quite similar except the intensity of the
is the theoretical results of Zhu et al. [1994b]. They found
polewardarc at 0824 UT. Thesesimilaritiesindicatethat our
that the observedmultiple polar cap arcs may not be due to
adopted initial conditions for the modeling are largely
reasonable and that the M-I coupling model describes the
multiple structuresin the magnetosphere,but instead may
with multiplepolar cap arcs.
primarily be determined by the coupled magnetosphere- appropriatephysicsassociated
Figure 5 shows the distributionsof the enhancedHall
ionospheresystem in which the ionosphereplays an active
conductance(top panel) and the Joule heating rate (bottom
role. The spacing of multiple polar cap arcs is mainly
determined by the hardnessof the primary magnetospheric panel) at the asymptoticsteady state (0826 UT). It can be
precipitation. A harder precipitationcausesa wider spacing seen that the Hall conductance is enhanced from about 0.5
betweenindividual arcs and vice versa. Accordingly,for case mho (backgroundconductance)to a peak conductanceof 8
mho and that the enhanced conductance is structured.
The
1, in which the arcs have a narrow spacing,we assumedthat
the ratio between Hall and Pedersen conductances is 1.4,
Joule heating rate is also substantially increased and
profiles for both of the caseswe studied. The initial smallscale shear flow was assumedto be carried by a downward

structured.

which reflects a relatively soft precipitation.
The simulation for case 1 started at 0818 UT, which is the

time whenthe assumeddownwardpropagatingAlfvfn wave hit
the ionosphere. Figure 4 showssnapshots
of the evolutionof
the field-alignedcurrentdistributionfrom the modeling(right
column) and the correspondingtime sequenceof polar cap arc
images(left column). From the images,startingat 0822 UT
with a 2-min interval, we can seethat the polar cap arcsstarted
to appearat 0822 UT and took about 6 min to reach a steady
state. The arcs were structuredwith an edge-to-edgespacing
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Figure 6 showsthe cross-section
profilesof the modeled
total field-alignedcurrent,the Hall and Pedersencomponents
of the field-aligned currents,and the cross-flow associated
with the polar cap arcs at 0826 [.JT, as obtainedfrom the
modelings. A negativevalue in the field-alignedcurrentplots
meansupward current. These cross-sectiOn
profiles clearly
showthe multiple structureof the polar cap arcs. Comparing
the first three plots in Figure 5, we can see that the fieldaligned currentsassociatedwith multiple polar cap arcs are
mainly closedby the Pedersencurrents,and only a smallpart
of the field-alignedcurrentsis closedby the Hall currents.The
Hall currentcontributionto the field-alignedcurrentsis due to
the small-scale conductivity gradient caused by the arc
precipitation.It shouldbe notedthat if the ionosphere
is in a
steadystateand the conductivityis uniform,thereis no Hall
currentcomponentof field-alignedcurrents. However,if the
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Case 2:

December 11, 1990
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Figure 6. The cross-sectionprofiles of the total fieldalignedcurrent,the Hall andPedersen
components
of the fieldalignedcurrents,and the crossflow associated
with the polar

The polar cap arcs observed on December 11, 1990,
occurredin the eveningsectorof the dark polarcap. The time
period we are interestedin is from 2112 to 2118 UT. The IMF
turned northward at about 1800 UT and remained northward

caparcsat 0826UT fromthemodelings.
Thenegative
values until 0030 UT of the next day. During the period we are
in, the Bz was~ 5 nT andBv was~ -1.5 nT, andKp
of field-alignedcurrentmeanthe upwardfield-alignedcurrents. interested
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Figure 8. The distributions
of the (top)enhanced
Hall conductance
and(bottom)Jouleheatingratenearthe
asymptotic
steadystate(2118 UT). No neutralwindeffectis includedin the calculation
of the Jouleheating
rate.

Figure 7. (left) A sequence
of imagesshowingpolarcaparcsstartingat 2112 UT, December11, 1990,with
a 2-min intervaland (right) the snapshots
of the evolutionof the field-alignedcurrentdistributionfrom the
modeling.
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was1. Thisis alsoa typicalconditibn
for theoccurrence
of
polar cap arcs. The location of the ionosphericsimulation
domain in the polar cap for case 2 is schematicallyshownin
Figure 1.
For this case,the DMSP-F8 passwas about 1000 km away
from the edge of the field of view of the all-sky camera.
Therefore we again had to depend on statisticalconvection
models for information about the large-scale background
convection pattern. The Heppner and Maynard [1987]
convection model shows that under the above specific IMF
and geomagnetic condictions, the convection in the region
where the multiple arcs in case 2 occurredis also basically
uniform and antisunward. Then, by using the same
magnetospheric shear flow and background ionospheric
conductanceas for case 1, we conductedthe modelingfor case
2.

The ratio of the Hall and Pedersen conductances for case 2

is 1.9, which is different from that in case 1 and reflects a
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effect which occurs when the altitude

of the arc varies significantlyalong the arc and the arc is far
away from the centerof the field of view. The first plot of the
modeledfield-alignedcurrentsis for 2112 UT, which is 4 min
after the initial magnetospheric shear flow reaches the
ionosphere. The successiveplots are also at 2-min intervals.
Again, a comparisonof the left and right columnsindicates

that the two are quitesimilar,bothspatiallyandtemporally.
Specialattentionneedsto be paid to the secondarc. Zhu et
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The simulation for case 2 started at 2108 UT, which is the

the ionosphere.Figure 7 showssnapshots
of the evolutionof
the field-aligned current distributionfrom the modeling (right
column) and the sequence of polar cap arc images (left
column). The imagesstartsat 2112 UT with a 2-min interval.
The arc pattern consists of two arcs with an edge-to-edge
spacingof about90 km, which is much wider than that in case
1. The arcs are again aligned mainly in the noon-midnight
direction. It may be noticedthat thereis a significantbending
associatedwith the equatorwardarc at 2118 UT. This bending
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Figure 9. The cross-sectionprofiles of the total fieldalignedcurrent,the Hall and Pedersencomponents
of the fieldalignedcurrents,and the crossflow associated
with the polar
cap arcsat 2118 UT from the modelings. The negativevalues
of field-alignedcurrentmeanthe upwardfield-alignedcurrents.

closed by Pedersencurrents. In addition to the two distinct

arcs,fine structureis clearlyevidentin the secondary
arc. The
bottom panel showsthat there also exists a crossflow for the
multiple polar cap arcs with a wide spacing,but the crossflow
is considerablymore distributedthan that for the arcs with a
narrow spacing,case 1.

al. [1993a] suggestedthat the nature of the primary and
secondaryarcs could be quite different. The primary arc is
directlyrelatedto the magnetospheric
driver. The appearance 5. Discussion and Conclusion
of the secondary
arc and the spacingbetweenthe primaryand
For a first time, a quantitative model-observation
secondaryarcs are largely determinedby the M-I coupling
processes. Here, as a nonlinear response to a harder comparisonof multiple polar cap arcshas been conductedby
magnetosphericprecipitationfrom the coupled M-I system, usinga time-dependenttheoreticalmodelof polar cap arcsand
there is a wider spacingbetweenthe primaryand secondary the initial resultsare encouraging. The arcs observedwith the
arcs. Also, the secondaryarc showsfine structurefeature. The

feature of fine structure in the secondaryarc from the
simulation for the situation of hard precipitationis quite
similar to that of the secondaryarc in the images. This
correspondenceis a surprising finding. Further theoretical
and modelingare neededto explorethe underlyingphysicsof
this new feature.

Figure 8 shows the distributions of the enhanced Hall
conductance(top panel) and the Joule heating rate (bottom
panel) rear the asymptoticsteadystate(2118 UT). It can be
seenthat the Joulehea.
ting associated
with the secondary
arc
is distributed.Figure9 showsthe cross-section
profilesof the
total field-alignedcurrent,the Hall and Pedersencomponents
of the field-alignedcurrents,and the cross-flowof the polar
cap arcs at 2118 UT, as predictedby the modelings. From
Figure 6, we can see that in the case of the arcs with a wide
spacing,the field-alignedcurrentsassociatedare also mainly

all-sky camera at Qaanaaq and the simulatedones are quite
similar, both spatially and temporally.
This direct
comparisonstudy of both temporal and spatial features of
polar cap arcs is beyondthe capabilityof previoustheoretical
models. The key difference between the two cases we
consideredwas the arc spacing. Zhu et al. [ 1994b] predicted
that the spacing of multiple polar cap arcs is mainly
determined by the hardnessof the primary magnetospheric
precipitation. A harder precipitationcausesa wider spacing
between

individual

arcs

and

vice

versa.

Our

model-

observation study confirms this prediction. However, the
prediction can be further tested in a study by combining
precipitation data from DMSP satellites with ground-based
image data. The precipitationobservationwould define the
spectral hardnessthat has been used as an assumedinput
parameterin this study.
The initial magnetosphericshearflow for both casesunder

ZHU ET AL.: MULTIPLE

study was a simple symmetricconvectionshearwith a single
precipitationchannel,but we successfullyproducedarcs that
had multiple structures which were very similar to the
observed

ones.

This

further

indicates

that

the

observed

multiple polar cap arcsmay not be due to multiple structuresin
the magnetospherebut instead may primarily be determined
by the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere
system in which
the ionosphereplays an active role.
Our resultsshow that for the multiple polar cap arcs with
both narrow and wide spacings,the associatedfield-aligned
current are mainly closed by Pedersencurrents,and the Hall
currentsonly make a small contribution. A crossflow occurs
for both type of multiple arcs, but the crossflow for the arcs
with a wide spacingis more spread.
In the observedarcs of case 2, the secondaryarc is highly
structured. To our surprise,the model developeda secondary
arc

with

a similar

fine

structure.

The

fine

structure

in

secondaryarc for the multiple arcs with wide spacing(or hard
precipitation)is a new finding. We believe this is due to the
nonlinearM-I coupling process,but more theoreticalanalyses
and modelingsare neededto understand
the detailedunderlying
physics,
This work is just one of the coordinatedendeavorsof the
HLPS campaignsto understandthe plasmastructuresobserved
in the high-latitude regions. In past years, CEDAR-HLPS
campaigns have led to a very extensive observational
databaseof polar cap arcs and many new featureshave been
discovered. This makes quatitative model-observationstudies
very feasible, and they are essential for improving our
understandingof polar cap arcs.
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